Gullible’s Travels

On visiting the other Applications in pursuit of knowledge of update transactions
I not only learnt of the intricacies of 1 below but was introduced to the mysteries of 2
and 3.
On the premise that I have drawn some conclusions I venture to put forward 4.

1. Old Value / New Value
2.

vs

Overtyping

Use of confirmation

3. Use of TP GVR
4. Thoughts on SSP update transactions
Vasco Da Barfield
[real name Steve Barfield]
9-3-84
Chris,
These are the few pages I’ve managed ton update screens. If you do have time
to glimpse through them and the old thoughts occurs to you I’d be grateful to hear it. If
you don’t have time could you foist it on Martin or Mik.
Thanks Steve

1.

Old Value / New Value

vs

Overtyping

When using a TP program to update a database two different methods of
displaying the data are employed.
Either the current value of the data is displayed and the user may overtype
those values he wishes to change. See page 2.
Or
the current value of the data is displayed in a protected field and
alongside the current value is a blank field in which the user enters the new value.
See page 3.
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Examples of Overtyping

2

Examples of Old Value / New Value
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Examples of both methods were available from groups B and C, no doubt if D
really tried they could have provided the same.
In some cases people were hard put to explain when to use Overtyping as
opposed to Old Value / New Value even when they’d been working in that area for
years.
It’s not been possible to establish hard and fast rules however rules of the
thumb variety could be said to have been gleaned:

Use

Old Value / New Value when:
space permits
items are linked eg ranges
date start, date end and PIW days between
it would be easy to lose track of which fields have been
been amended
data is critical and confirmation is not used

Use Overtyping when:
space does not permit
transaction is rarely used
eg Common Data
data is not critical
data is critical as long as confirmation is used
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From a programming point of view there is likely to be no difference except
where the use of old / new would mean using 2 screens rather than 1 which would
require more programming.
However the two methods could be seen to have the following advantages and
disadvantages :

Old value / New value
Advantages : clear to user what he’s changed
for complex dependant data allow user
to compare old with new eg PIW days
Disadvantages : takes up more screen space
Overtyping
Advantages : allows more fields on screen
Disadvantages : user may loose track of changes he’s made
old values lost to user
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Confirmation
In some update transactions the database is updated as soon as valid data has
been entered on the screen. In other transactions you’re asked ARE YOU SURE?
once the data has been accepted as valid rather like deleting a dataset using TSO.
The question is accompanied by options:

and sometimes

YES

- apply

NO

- start again from scratch with cleared screen

NO BUT

- don’t apply but leave what I’ve entered
on the screen and let me amend it

Again there was a mixture of approaches even within teams. However the
following emerged:
Use confirmation when:
data takes a long time to set up on screen
data is critical
data is used by other transactions ie as soon as it’s
entered and before you can correct it
records will be deleted and are irretrievable
example: Common Data used by TP transactions
Don’t use confirmation when:
data is not critical
data is used by batch programs
example: Common Data used by batch programs
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TP GVR
The TP GVR is used by TP programs that perform vetting of anything more
than options plus the odd extra field.
The usual practice is to have one vetting mask for each screen, This will even
be true for some cases of data capture where datatypes are displayed on a fixed
format form eg. NSPD. The limitation to one vetting mask per screen is that only 99
fields can exist per mask.
Where the user may specify datatype in data capture then masks must exist for
each datatype.
Fields on the screen are traditionally set up as character, The numeric option of
MFS is not used at L.O.L.A because the GVR can vet for numeric hundreds of times
slower, The real “reason” is that the numeric option prevents the user from pressing
the space bar, the delete or erase-end-of-file keys must be used instead. Huh!
The single top line is used for reporting errors in update transactions as in
interrogation transactions. Vetting errors are reported one at a time.
In fact those payroll pioneers have used the MFS numeric option and have yet
to be accused of being unfriendly. The method of reporting errors suggests to me that
it’s worth saving the users time by vetting the data as he enters it ie using MFS.
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Thoughts on SSP update transactions

Screen 5 shown over 2 leaves shows the SSP history details correctly available
for interrogation.
There was the possibility that other history items would have to be amendable.
If this had been the case the screen layout would have had to be amended. In this
case the screen is already rather full and it would have been worth using the Old
Value / New Value syndrome on two screens.
As this is not the case and only those items currently displayed are to be
updated I shall pluck at random some of the rules previously mentioned to fabricate
an argument for Overtyping.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

space does not permit
data is not critical
transaction will rarely be used (relatively)
user may lose track of fields amended (ha ha)

I would further venture to suggest that we don’t use confirmation for amending
fields because:
(v)
(vi)

data is not critical
data is not used by any programs except interrogation

but that we do use confirmation for deleting records because:
(vii)

records will be deleted and some irretrievable

Editor’s Note: It was unclear from the historic photocopy of the original document (see scan)
if there was any further text on this page. The original document appears to be foolscap size
as the photocopy has on some pages truncated the page number.
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A further reason for leaving the screen layout as it is, is that the users are used
to it.
A further reason for leaving the screen layout as it is, is that with an IMS
solution the index function in P12 could be used.
Note however that the way certain fields are displayed would have to change

ie

SSP weekly rate
reason

}

- currently are alpha descriptions
translated from a code. We could get
them to enter the code which we
translate eg REASON _: descriptor

dates

- currently are
we’d want

DD MMM YY
DD MM YY

cash values

- currently are
we’d want

£_ _ _ _ _. _ _
£ _____ . __
^
^ ^
spaces

new options
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Existing

SSP

Screens

Scanned, re-typed as a Word Document and then PDFed by Alan Cooper, 30 June 2021
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